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Introduction:  Comet nuclei likely incorporated 
and preserved both processed nebular matter as well as 
material inherited from the interstellar medium (ISM). 
Thermal modeling and analyses of our IR spectral 
observations of five comets reveal cometary dust 
carbon-to-silicon (C/Si) atomic ratios much higher 
than carbonaceous chondrites [1], furthering the 
suggestion that our outer protoplanetary disk, the realm 
where comets formed, was rich in carbon [2]. Rocky 
bodies within the inner solar system are known to be 
generally depleted in carbon, which is the “carbon 
deficit” problem [3], whereas cometary C/Si atomic 
ratios are nearest to C/Si atomic ratios derived for the 
ISM and for our Sun (Fig. 1).  This contrast indicates 
the materials present in the outer disk efficiently 
sequestered carbon from the abundant carbon reservoir 
inherited from the ISM. A gap in our disk, possibly 
attributed to Jupiter’s formation, may have inhibited 
transport of carbon from the outer to inner disk and 
sculpted compositions of minor bodies [4]. 

Cometary particles have diverse compositions and 
are porous aggregates. Measurements of cometary 
particles reveal a range of disk conditions contributed 
to the formation of different comets. Comet 26P/Grigg-
Skjellerup’s IDPs have “ultra-primitive” materials with 
high concentrations of isotopically-presolar materials, 
whereas Stardust samples of comet 81P/Wild 2 include 
Type II micro chondrules like ‘Iris’ that formed ~2 Myr 
[5] after the earliest condensed materials such as CAIs 
(calcium aluminum inclusions). Rosetta’s COSIMA 
measurements and its COSISCOPE images of comet 
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (67P/C-G) particles 
demonstrate its particles contain 50% by weight IOM-
like carbonaceous matter [6] and definitively the 
particles are hierarchical aggregates. MIDAS’ AFM 
revealed that some particles are highly porous [7] 
whereas the majority of particles have moderate 
porosities [8]. Rosetta’s VIRTIS-H spectra of the dark 
surface of comet 67P/C-G reveal spectral features of 
carbonaceous matter including aliphatic carbon, and 
ammonium salts [9,10], and relevant laboratory 
experiments considered Fe-sulfides [11] or carbon 
black as darkening agents [12]. These findings 
motivate our work to compute the IR optical properties 
of porous aggegates with high relative abundances of 
highly absorbing carbonaceous matter. Amorphous 
carbon is the only form of carbon common between 

Stardust samples, anhydrous IDPs, and Bells, 
Murchison, Orgueil and Tagish Lake [13]. A dark 
carbonaceous material is well-represented by the 
optical properties of amorphous carbon [1]. 

High atomic C/Si ratios for growing numbers of 
comets: Comet 67P/Churymov-Gerasimenko (67P/C-
G) and four other comets that we have observed and 
modeled [1], including the dynamically new comet C/

Figure 1.  Atomic carbon-to-silicon ratios (C/Si) 
for various small bodies relevant to comets, obtained 
from our analyses of comets (red) and sources in the 
literature [1]. C/Si values are represented by black 
dots for chondrites (enstatite, ordinary, carbonaceous), 
Sun-grazing comets and comet 1P/Halley [3], green 
squares for chondritic porous (CP) interplanetary dust 
particles, purple squares for anhydrous IDPs, the 
brown-half moon for Rosetta COSIMA values of 67P/
C-G, the blue star for Ultra-Carbonaceous Antarctic 
Mircometeorites (UCAMMs). The interstellar 
medium atomic C/Si limit is depicted by the brown 
triangle, while the solar abundance values is given in 
the blue bowtie. Values for comets observed with 
SOFIA (+FORCAST) are indicated with the filled red 
circles and also including two other comets observed 
from ground-based facilities and analyzed with the 
same dust thermal model approach. The SOFIA 
observations of four comets reveals a subset of the 
comet population has cometary dust atomic ratios of 
C/Si much higher than carbonaceous chondrites 
suggesting that a significant carbon-rich reservoir 
existed in the regimes of comet formation in the outer 
protoplanetary disk. Comet C/1995 (O1) (Hale-Bopp) 
has C/Si nearer to CI. (Reproduced with permission 
from [1, fig. 7]. Copyright AAS). 
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2013 US10 (Catalina), highlight the large elemental 
carbon reservoir in the outer disk as recorded in the 
carbonaceous component of the solid-state material 
that compose their particle populations.  

SOFIA (+FORCAST) spectral observations 
revealed that C/2013 US10 (Catalina) is a one of a 
subset of long period Oort Cloud comets with weak 
silicate features that are shown through thermal 
modeling to be carbon rich. For comet C/2013 US10, 
the spectral grasp of SOFIA (+FORCAST) provided a 
constraint that required the presence of warmer, and 
thus highly absorbing at UV-near-IR wavelengths as 
well as spectrally featureless particles as the dominant 
constituent of the coma particle population because 
large silicate particles cannot provide the observed lack 
of contrast in the silicate features at wavelengths 
>8µm. The dark  and featureless carbonaceous material 
is well-represented by the optical properties of 
amorphous carbon [1,14,15]. Elemental C/Si ratios are 
derived from ratios of comae particle masses of 
amorphous carbon to silicates, which include 
amorphous silicates and crystalline silicates, and using 
specific densities of ρs=3.3 g cm–3 for silicates and 1.5 
g cm–3 for amorphous carbon [14]. The elemental C/Si 
ratios for 6P/C-G, C/2013 US10, C/2012 K1 (Pan-
STARRS),  C/2013 X1 (Pan-STARRS), and C/2018 
W2 (Africano) are within a factor of 2.5 less than ISM 
and solar C/Si ratios. In short, they are carbon rich. 

Current Use of Discrete Materials. Thermal models 
currently employ ensembles of discrete composition 
particles or particles of mixed compositions computed 
with effective medium theory and Mie theory. Porous 
particles of amorphous silicates or amorphous carbon 
are approximated by mixing vacuum into their spheres.  

DDA modeling of porous aggregate particles 
with amorphous carbon: Given that cometary 
particles are aggregates of mixed compositions, we 
compute the IR absorptivities (Qabs) of porous 
aggregates with highly absorbing amorphous carbon 
monomers using the DDSCAT code [16] on NAS 
Pleiades supercomputer. Figure 2 shows (Qabs/a) for 
select effective radii between 0.5µm and 4.0µm for 
moderately porous aggregates, with physical extents 
(‘diameters’) of 1.0µm to 10µm; comet C/2013 US10’s 
emergent flux is primarily weighted by the numerous 
particles in this portion of its coma grain size 
distribution. The composition of these particles are 
50vol% amorphous carbon (AC50) and 80vol% 
amorphous carbon (AC80) and the remaining volume 
fraction is composed of silicates, which have a crystal 
mass fraction of 25% of tri-refringent Forsterite plus 
amorphous Mg-Fe pyroxene. Weaker silicate features 
are generated by the aggregate particles with higher 
volume fractions of amorphous carbon. The 10 µm 

silicate features diminishes contrast for radii greater 
than 4 µm for AC50 and 2.2 µm for AC80. The AC50 
and AC80 particles have, respectively, silicate-to-
amorphous carbon mass ratios of 2.20 and 0.55, 
corresponding to C/Si atomic ratios of 2.1 and 8.7 that 
bracket the C/Si atomic ratios recently assessed for 
comets [1] (Fig. 1). Fitting aggregates to spectra of C/
2013 US10 requires computing thermal models.  
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Fig. 2. DDSCAT-computed absorption efficiencies 
Qabs ratioed to their effective radii (a) for two 
compositions of BPCA moderately porous (~65%) 
particles: 50% amorphous carbon (dashed) and 80% 
amorphous carbon, for 0.5µm ≤ a ≤ 4µm, and with 
each aggregate having 512 monomers with crystalline 
mass fractions of fcrys=mcrys/(mcrys+mamor)≈0.25. 
Monomers are tetrahedral-shaped Forsterite crystals 
or spheres for amorphous carbon and amor. pyroxene.
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